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whose scholarship intuition and incredible ability to synthesize allow her to reveal the common themes in seemingly 
disparate fields Her metacognitive passages enable the reader to follow her thinking to new vistas in understanding the 
self Her sentences are as clear and refreshing as mountain water Siri uses ex The internationally acclaimed novelist 
Siri Hustvedt has also produced a growing body of nonfiction She has published a book of essays on painting 
Mysteries of the Rectangle as well as an interdisciplinary investigation of a neurological disorder The Shaking Woman 
or A History of My Nerves She has given lectures on artists and theories of art at the Prado the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art in New York and the Academy of Fine Arts in Munich In 2011 ldquo No one writing about art today comes 
closer than Siri Hustvedt to the elusive strangeness of a great painting rdquo Calvin Tomkins ldquo As an essayist she 
is perhaps without peer rdquo The Scotland Herald ldquo She brings bot 
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